CFN Shakedown Cruise: Calvin Beal 42
by Brian Robbins
Welcome to another CFN
Shakedown Cruise.
Periodically, we will focus on a new
launch and dig a little deeper into
what went into the project – whether it
be a new model or a hull well known
to the New England commercial
market. What we hope to do is
provide insight and information our
readers can apply to their own setups
… and, as always, offer up a little
entertainment along the way.
— Editor

FRIENDSHIP, ME – There
was snow in the air (again), but
it was a ways down the coast
the afternoon I met up with
Friendship, ME lobsterman
Ron Weeks to take a look at his
new Calvin Beal 42.
There wasn’t a lot of wind,
but what there was had a bite
to it; we were standing in the
lee of the shed out

on the end of the Friendship co-op
wharf.
Ron nodded towards his
42’ Addie Kylie & Ana lying
on her mooring.
“I had a 38’
Calvin Beal for 12
years,” he says. “It
was a good boat, but

there were times when I wished it
was just a little bigger – like when
we put a load of gear on.”
The news that SW Boatworks
in Lamoine, ME had a new 42’
model based on the Calvin 38 was
what Ron wanted to hear; and
early reports from 42 owners who
were pleased sealed the deal. Ron
ordered a 42’x15’ hull and molded
top.
See SHAKEDOWN, page 10
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Farm Credit East specializes in providing loans and lines of credit
to Maine’s commercial fishing industry.
With long- and short-term financing options for real estate, boats and
equipment, Farm Credit East is the right choice for you. We provide attractive
rates and solid advice for aquatic businesses of every type and size.
Our lending experts understand your business.
Call them today at the branch office closest to you.

Loans and leases for:
Boats / Trucks / Real estate / Wharves / Bait storage facilities / Equipment
Haul out and repair / Operating lines / Permits

Twin Disc’s MGX
series marine
transmissions and
QuickShift®
controls provide
smooth, fast
shifting along with
amazing slow-speed
control ...
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Call: 888-460-7419 or
(603) 418-0470 Fax: (603) 418-0471
Email: djones@glpower.com

NORTH ATLANTIC POWER PRODUCTS
15 Continental Drive - Exeter, NH 03833

800.831.4230 / FarmCreditEast.com
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Shakedown Cruise

Continued from page 8

As far as choosing a finish shop, Ron didn’t look too
far.
“I’ve liked the boats Gilbert Simmons and his son
Jason have been doing. They’re right here in town
and do great work … made sense to me.”
Officially, Gil, Jason, and their crew are Simmons
Boatworks – during the months of the year that are
dedicated to building boats, anyway. Come shedder
time, they’re setting lobster gear – and that’s a point
in their favor when it comes to boat building, says Ron
Weeks.
“Those guys go fishing and they know how to lay
things out on a lobster boat,” he says. “You take some
little thing that might be a pain in the ass to get at or
whatever … they know a better way to do it.
“Plus, they’re just good to deal with. They built me
just what I wanted for a boat.”
The plan is for me to hop aboard with Ron so I can
shoot some photos of Andrew Simmons’ new Wayne
Beal 46 (see New Boats, page 18). Then I’ll jump
aboard with Andrew and we’ll get some running shots
of Ron’s 42.
“I’ll bring her into the float,” says Ron.

I jump aboard and Ron heads
out of the harbor, letting his
engine warm up while we wait
for Andrew Simmons to join up
with us.
After talking with some John
Deere owners in the area, Ron
elected to go with a 6135SFM85
from Art’s Marine Service, rated
750 hp @ 2200 rpm. A 2.19:1 ZF
360A marine gear completed the
package.
“The Deere was the best deal
going,” says Ron. “The guys I
talked to who have the 750s liked them
and it seemed like it would be a good
match for this 42.”
And it is. Once Andrew brings his 46
out to play, he can outrun us on the top
end thanks to his 1400 hp MAN (31.5
knots); but Ron’s 42 is no slouch, hitting 26

Ron Weeks,
left, says Simmons
Boatworks “built me
just what I wanted for
a boat.”

Brian Robbins photos

THE BOAT
LOA: 42’
Beam: 15’
Transom: 14’2”
Designer: Calvin Beal Jr.
For more information
contact SW Boatworks at
(207) 667-7427 or via e-mail:
<info@calvinbealboats.com>

On the water

Having been literally birthed from a Calvin Beal
38, the 42 definitely shows her pedigree. Sighting
along her sheer as Ron brings her into the float;
looking at the distinctive flare in the bows; noting the
slight tip-off of the stern: that’s a Calvin.

Above and below, Addie Kylie & Ana, right in
the bucket.
Brian Robbins photos

Boat to boat
knots ready to haul with her 750
Standing at the outer station, Ron
horses lengthened out.
swings the 42-footer around to go rail“I can cruise 20 knots with her
to-rail with Andrew so I can swap boats.
pulled back to 1900 rpm,” says
The big Calvin spins easily: “She’ll turn
Ron. “That’s only about 65% load
on a dime,” he says. “I like the fact that
on the readout … and I think
she’s big enough to go where I want to
it’s around 19 gallons an hour –
outside, but she handles well enough so
something like that.
you can fish up in the bay no problem.”
“I know this much: we put in
I step from rail to rail, landing on the
a long day the other day with a
massive work deck of Andrew Simmons’
good steam out and back and only
Wayne Beal. We shake hands for the
burned about 80 gallons of fuel. I
first time (good sports to put up with
call that pretty good.”
me, these guys) and he starts to throttle
Between the 2-1/2” shaft and
up.
drivetrain from R.E. Thomas
Ron pulls away from us, giving me a
Marine Hardware, the 34”x37”
4-blade from Nautilus Marine, and good look at the hinged tailgate Jason
Simmons built for the 42-footer. (Jason
the installation by the Simmons
shop, the Addie Kylie & Ana
runs smooth under my feet,
ripping along right in the
HE NGINE
bucket as I stand in the stern
shooting pictures.
6135SFM85 John Deere
Inside Ron’s split
750 HP @ 2200 RPM
wheelhouse the area under
Inline 6-cylinder
the helm chair is raised to
13.5 Liters/824 CID
provide clearance over the
USA EPA Tier 3 compliant
Deere; the rest of the floor is
low enough to provide good
headroom for even the taller
amongst us.
The twin steering
stations and the 14” hauler
were supplied by Marine
For more information
Hydraulics Engineering Co.
contact
Bell Power Systems LLC
Inc. Wheelhouse electronics
at
(860)
767-7502 or (800) 225-8669
were supplied by Pete’s
for
the
John
Deere dealer in your area.
Marine Electronics.

handled a lot of the metal fab work for
the project, with Blue Water Fabrication
and Bisson’s Welding covering the rest.)
A mix of Freeman and Anchor hatches
provide access below the platform.
We get a little head start on Ron
– then I wave for him to touch off the
Deere and run for our stern. The 42
starts to climb out as she stretches her
legs, but levels off early with a sailing
attitude that allows for good visibility,
even at speed. Even though she’s rigged
with trim tabs, Ron tells me the 42
Calvin doesn’t need them under normal
conditions. “She does a good job on her
own bottom,” he says. “The tabs do help
with a load of traps on, though … she’ll
See SHAKEDOWN, next page
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Bell Power photo

Above, Jason and Gilbert
Simmons of Simmons Boatworks
in Friendship. One of Jason’s metal
fab creations was the 42-footer’s
hinged tailgate, left.
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Shakedown Cruise
gain a little on cruise when you nudge
the trim tabs down.”
Andrew feathers the throttle to keep
Ron just behind us; the 42 crosses our
wake a couple of times, cutting through
cleanly. I fire off a bunch of pictures as
the approaching front smothers the sun,
making for some weird light.
I could watch these boats run all day

Continued from previous page

– but I’ve put enough of a gouge
in everybody’s afternoon. Time to
head for the wharf.
Handshakes all around
as I thank everybody for
accommodating me.
“That was almost fun,” says
Ron Weeks.
You got that right. ■

THE DESIGN
SW Boatworks owner Stewart
Workman will tell you: the inspiration
for the Calvin Beal 42 came from
customers just like Ron Weeks.
“I don’t know how many guys said
to me, ‘I like the Calvin 38, but if she
was just 4’ longer …’”
Brian Robbins photo
Stewart fielded inquiries about
Designer Calvin Beal Jr.
simply adding 4’ to the stern of the
15’ wide Calvin 38, but both he and designer Calvin Beal Jr. had their
doubts about that method.
“It would be the easy way out, but it wouldn’t sail right,” says
Workman.
He finally consented to tackle the project when Milbridge, ME
lobsterman Eric Beal put down a deposit on the first Calvin Beal 42 –
sight unseen – agreeing to have his hull serve as the plug for a new
mold.
Working with guidance from Calvin, the SW crew began the process
by laying up a 38-footer – and building a couple of steel cradles.
“When you cut a hull in two, it’s easy for things to go wrong,” says
Workman. “We bolted the 38 hull right into the steel cradles; that way,
when we cut her in half she didn’t lose her shape.”
Cut her in half? Yep – cut her in half.
Stewart added the extra 4’ right in the middle of the hull, paying
heed to Calvin’s advice. “He told me, ‘Just make sure you keep that
rabbet line nice and fair up through there. You’ll have to play with the
keel a little and strike a new sheer line … but everything else should
come right together.’”
It was a slow process of “snipping a little bit here” and “cutting a
little bit there,” says Workman – but the day came when the hull was
ready for Calvin Beal’s final inspection before fairing.
“He got down on his knees, squinted one eye … and said, ‘It looks
pretty darn good to me – you got her.’”

HYDRO-SLAVE
SAME DAY SERVICE

“THINKING OF BUILDING A NEW BOAT?”
LET US
US QUOTE
QUOTE YOU
YOU ON
ON A
A POWER
POWER STEERING
STEERING OR
OR A
A POT
POT HAULER.
HAULER.
LET
HAULERS AVAILABLE 8” TO 17”
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ZF technology – the intelligent choice
to get your power to the water.
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POWER STEERING AVAILABLE IN 5 CLASSES
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ELECTRIC CLUTCHES

HIGH EFFICIENCY VANE
PUMP
$544.70

5.5 HP HONDA POWER UNIT
s '0-  03)  3TAGE 0UMP
s ,IGHT VERSATILE AND 0ORTABLE
s 4HIS UNIT WILL POWER v
AND v AND v (AULERS
s )DEAL FOR OUTBOARDS AND
OTHER SMALL BOATS
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CONNECT TO ZF MARINE 24/7:
East Coast Parts & Service
1-866-896-4040
Web Site: www.zf.com/marine

Susan Mortgu
Account Manager,
Northeast & Eastern Canada
Cell: 401-525-0946
Susan.Mortgu@zf.com
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he March lobster market was
flat, at best, mostly due to
weather. One buyer said that
if things change, and boats can get out
again, catches should pick up – adding
that Nova Scotia catches could be huge.
There was not much demand. One
dealer called the market “kind of dead.”

LOBSTER MARKET REPORT
by Sandra Dinsmore

Prices

Commercial Fisheries News
appreciates the cooperation from within
the lobster industry that makes this
price report possible. The following
prices were paid to fishermen as of
Mar. 6-9. Prices listed include bonus,
except when quoting co-op prices.

Canada

Cape Breton, NS fishermen quoted a
strong shore price of C$10/lb, but said
they were not getting out. Weather
was shutting down the fishery. A
fisherman said, “Dealers are getting
a lot of calls, but there’s nothing for
them.” Processing was shut down for
the winter.

Maine

Jonesport dealers who were buying
paid a base of $6/lb for run, and $7/lb for
selects, plus a $.25/lb dividend and the
Jonesport-only bonus, which changes
constantly.
Dealers buying paid $6.25 and
$7.75/lb “on the truck.” Pounded
product was $9.50 and $10.50/lb, but
hardly anybody was taking pounded
lobster. What pounded product there
was had been put away last summer,
according to a buyer, which meant it
included some soft stuff.
Only a couple of fishermen were still
fishing so supply was limited. Outside
fishermen who had previously trapped
500 to 600 lbs were down to 200 lbs.

Quality remained good.
There was not much demand, and a
buyer said people had to stop holding
out for big prices. Regarding price, one
dealer said he feared high prices would
cause some restaurants to take lobster off
the menu, as they did a few years ago.
Stonington co-op members earned
$6.60/lb for run and $7.35/lb for selects.
There was not much demand.
Deer Isle fishermen earned
$6.35/lb for run and $7.10/lb for selects.
A fisherman said, “We’re catching about
as little as we can possibly catch. The
lobsters are not trapping.”
When they could get out, offshore
fishermen caught 4 to 5 crates. One
called quality not that bad. A dealer
said people were calling, but he was
waiting for the price to get up where he
could make a profit.
The Vinalhaven co-op paid $6.30/lb
for run, though most fishermen were
not fishing. One fisherman said,
“People started setting before the rough
spell,” adding that he thought those
fishermen “would take a beating.”
Midcoast buyers paid $7.30/lb for run
“all in” and $8 to $8.10/lb for selects. No
boats had been out for a week. Catches
had been “pretty poor” for a month: 300

to 400 lbs on 8 to 10-night sets. Quality
was good, but with an occasional catch
that had a high percentage of culls.
Demand was also good, but buyers had
little product to sell. One said, “We’re
piece-mealing it around.”
Casco Bay islands fishermen earned
$7/lb as of the middle of the week
before the reporting week. A fisherman
reported trapping 1-1/2 lbs/trap on 8 to
9-night sets. Quality was good. There
was a nice run of quarters and halves.

New Hampshire

Maine-New Hampshire border
dealers paid $7.50/lb the week before
the reporting week. Quality was good.
There was more demand than supply,
and the dealer predicted that this would
continue for the next four to six weeks.
He said he suspected that restaurants
would start taking lobster off menus.
He reported that there were more
lobsters around outside than there had
been last winter, though catches were
starting to drop off.

Massachusetts

Cape Ann fishermen earned $7.20/lb,
though very few were fishing due to
weather. One fisherman reported that
the first big storm produced 90 mph
winds that created “historic damage,”
though he said no boats were lost.
New Bedford dealers paid $8/lb, but
one reported that fishermen had not
been out for a week and a half. Before
that, they had been catching 2 lbs/pot
on 10-night sets. Quality had been 85%
shippable and demand fair, considering

the high price.
Boston dealers paid $9 to $9.35/lb
for run. One said, “Prices are going
through the roof.” Fishermen had not
been out for a week. A dealer called
product from long sets a little cully, but
all shippable. He called demand pretty
good overall and quite strong from
Asia, but said high prices were causing
demand to slow.

Rhode Island

Wakefield dealers paid $6/lb, though
one said he was not buying anything
but bycatch. He said all the boats were
crabbing. Lobster boats were still tied
to the dock. The dealer said nobody
would be going out until the following
week.

Connecticut

Eastern Connecticut dealers paid
$8/lb for inshore product, though
fishermen were not catching much due
to weather. Quality was 80% to 85%
shippable. Offshore fishermen earned
$8 to $8.50/lb for catches of 10,000 lbs
on 10-night sets. Again, quality was
about 80% to 85% shippable. A dealer
called demand all right considering the
high boat price.

New Jersey

Central New Jersey shore-area
dealers paid $8/lb for slow catches of
100 lbs per trip of a week to 10 days,
due to weather. Quality was very good.
A dealer said there was no demand due
to high prices. ■
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QUADRANT ASSEMBLY

366 U.S. Route 1
Falmouth, ME 04105
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High performance, innovation, expert design, quality manufacturing, reliability, smooth quiet
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March market flat: Few boats getting out, high boat
prices have sellers worried about restaurant demand
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